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WHAT IS THIS RESOURCE?
ELA in a Day is a comprehensive resource that addresses all things ELA 
through daily practice with: thematic vocabulary, daily ELA task cards, 
speaking and listening, writing, handwriting, journaling, sight words, poetry and 
phonics! This will be your go-to resource for helping you FIT IT ALL IN! It was 
designed to work alongside of and enhance your current reading curriculum. 
The overarching themes targeted through ELA this month are fall, stranger 
danger/personal safety, fire safety, and being drug free (red ribbon week).
The activities in this resource aim to incorporate these themes so that the 
vocabulary is introduced, reinforced, and spiraled throughout the month.

WHAT IS INCLUDED?
ELA in a Day includes 20 Daily Activities for the following:
• ELA Skills-based Task Cards
• Handwriting 
• Journaling
• Writing Prompts
• Word of the Day (using thematic vocabulary)
• Phonics & Phonological Awareness
• Poetry
• Daily Dish (Phonics & Sight Words)

HOW CAN IMPLEMENT IT?
Truthfully, you can incorporate every activity into your day OR pick and 
choose which activities you’ll do based on your professional opinion and/or 
the needs of your class! We’ve included an editable lesson plan template so 
that you can complete it to best suit your needs. 



TASK CARDS

WHAT 4-Weeks of Daily Themed Task Cards
(projectable + mini laminatable versions included)

PURPOSE
Use to reinforce ELA skills, encourage speaking and listening, 
and building classroom community

MATERIALS
Playdoh, popsicle sticks, pipe cleaners, stones or small beads, 
writing utensils, and paper

HOW
Project the large task card for all to see OR print, cut, and 
laminate mini task cards for reuse

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.K.1 & RF.1.1
Demonstra te  unde rstand ing o f the  o rganiza tion and  basic fea tures o f p rint.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.SL.K.1
Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and 
texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups.



HANDWRITING

WHAT 4-Weeks of daily Handwriting Worksheets
(20 for kindergarten + 20 for first grade)

PURPOSE Use to help students practice handwriting and fine motor skills

MATERIALS Pencils or other writing utensils

HOW
Project the activity for all to see, sharing the paths of motion 
during instruction. Pass out worksheets for individual practice. 

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.K.1 & L.1.1
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and 

usage when writing or speaking.



JOURNAL PROMPTS

WHAT 4-Weeks of daily Journal Prompts
(20 total prompts included)

PURPOSE
To encourage and teach the beginning stages of the writing 
process

MATERIALS Individual student journals + writing utensils

HOW Project the prompt for all to see and respond to

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.K.3 & W.1.3
Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a single 

event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in the order in 

which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what happened.



WRITING PROMPTS

WHAT 4-Weeks of daily Journal Prompts
(20  unlined prompts for kindergarten  + 20 lined  prompts for first grade)

PURPOSE
To encourage and teach the beginning stages of the writing 
process

MATERIALS Writing Utensils

HOW Print and pass out activity sheet for students to respond to

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.W.K.3 & W.1.3
Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a single 

event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in the order in 

which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what happened.



WORD OF THE DAY

WHAT 4-Weeks of daily Word of the Day slides
(20 slides with definitions and pictures + 20 slides with definitions only)

PURPOSE To expose students to a new, pertinent vocabulary every day

MATERIALS Projectable slides

HOW Project the prompt for all to see, read, define and discuss

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.K.4 & L.1.4
Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and 

phrases based on kindergarten/first grade reading and content.

(SLIDES)

WITH PICTURE
WITHOUT PICTURE



WORD OF THE DAY

WHAT 4-Weeks of daily Word of the Day student work (half-sheets)
(20 responses for kindergarten + 20 responses for first grade)

PURPOSE
To have students practice writing and explaining a new, pertinent 

vocabulary word every day (could also be used as a formative 
assessment)

MATERIALS Individual student journals + writing utensils

HOW Pass out half-sheets to students to complete and interact with 
the Word of the Day on a personal level

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.K.4 & L.1.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and 

phrases based on kindergarten/first grade reading and content.

(STUDENT WORK)

KINDERGARTEN VERSION

FIRST GRADE VERSION



ELA IN A DAY DAILIES

WHAT 4-Weeks of Daily Skills Practice
(20 frant/back kindergarten dailies + 2- front/back first grade dailies)

PURPOSE

These were designed to put several components of ELA in a Day in one place –
perfect when you’re short on time and cannot work through the individual components. 
It ’s an abbreviated version of ELA in a Day!  If you want your students to use paper 
and pencil to show their understanding, consider binding these together to create 
student workbooks to keep everything in one place.

MATERIALS Dailies, writing utensils and any of the task card items necessary

HOW Provide each student with a Daily to complete

STANDARDS Refer to standards referenced in individual components. 



POETRY

WHAT
4-Weeks of Poetry
(1 poem per week; sample lesson plans for each poem; three additional activity printables per 
poem included)

PURPOSE
To provide students with oral speaking and listening experiences that 
enhance their understanding of rhythm & rhyme and help strengthen their 
reading, fluency, and phonemic awareness skills.

MATERIALS
Individual student notebooks or folders (optional); poetry lesson 
plans; poems; vocabulary slides

HOW
Whole group/shared reading and independent sample lesson 
plans are provided 

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY RF. K/1. 1 , RF. K/1. 2, RL. 1.4
Demonstrate a basic understanding of print concepts, spoken words, 
syllables, sounds, and rhymes.

In the fallWritten by: Cara Carroll and Abby Mullins

In the fall, we can see falling leaves.We can carve pumpkins.We can wear long sleeves.In the fall, the leaves turn orange and red.
The air gets cool.The trees start to shed.Winter, spring, and summer are great.But the season of fall is my favorite of all.

M
Introduce the poem to students. Read poem aloud and point to each word as you read it.  After first read, read aloud 

each line one at a time & prompt students to repeat each line after it is read aloud. Continue to read the poem and point 

to each word until students are able to “read” the poem independently.  

T
Read aloud poem to students while pointing to each word.  Invite students to “read” the poem after your first read 

while pointing to each word.  After reading the poem, explain to students that you are going to find all of the rhyming 

words.  Invite different students to come up to the board/easel and circle/underline the rhyming pairs in the poem.

W
Prompt students to read poem & invite a student to come up to the board/easel & point to each word as it’s read.  Draw 

student’s attention to the word “THE”.  Discuss the word (3 letters, one vowel, two consonants, rhymes with ____, etc.).  

Invite different students to come up to the board/easel and highlight tape/circle the word THE.

TH
Prompt students to read the poem & invite a student to come up to board/easel and point to each word as it’s read. After 

reading poem, point to the word, “CAN” and prompt students to tell you what the word is.  Prompt 3-4 students to give you a 

word that rhymes with “CAN”.  Tell student’s that they are going to repeat the poem once more and stop when they hear the 

word “FALL”.  When they hear the word, use the matching vocabulary slide to read aloud the definition of the word to 

students.  Prompt students to use the words in a sentence or give examples of what it means to be authors and illustrators.

F
Prompt students to read the poem and invite a student to come up to the board/easel and point to each word as it’s 

read.  After reading the poem once, invite students to help you find and highlight specific sight words OR letters and/or 

spelling patterns (teacher discretion – you know your student’s needs!) Find the words, read aloud, and highlight/discuss.

M
Distribute a copy of the poem to each student to be placed in a folder (poetry folder, notebook, etc.).  Students read 

the poem to selves pointing to each word while reading. Color the capital letters with a green crayon.  Circle the 

punctuation marks with a red crayon.

T
Students read the poem and point to each word.  Circle the three letter words with a blue crayon/marker; circle the 

three letter words with an orange crayon/marker.

W
Students read the poem and point to each word.  Prompt students to reread the poem a second time using a ‘sad’ voice.  

Color the word “the” using a yellow crayon/highlighter/marker.  

TH
Students read the poem and point to each word.  Prompt students to reread the poem a second time using an ‘confused’ 

voice.  Circle the word “fall” with a red crayon/marker.

F
Students read the poem and point to each word.  Prompt students to reread the poem with their best “robot” voice.   

Use a blue crayon/marker to draw a box around their favorite line of the poem and illustrate it on a separate piece of 

notebook paper.  Be sure to label the drawing by copying the line of the poem that matches.

INDEPENDENT POETRY TASKS

WHOLE GROUP POETRY ACTIVITIES
In the Fall



DAILY DISH

WHAT 4-Weeks of Daily Dish 
(20 projectable Kindergarten options; 20 projectable First Grade options)

PURPOSE
To introduce and reinforce foundational phonemic and phonological 
awareness skills and provide daily spiral review and opportunities for 
students to practice these skills

MATERIALS
Kindergarten and/or First Grade Daily Dish projectables (can 
also be printed and copied)

HOW
In a whole group setting, project the Daily Dish on the 
whiteboard and walk students through each section.  Invite 
students to help you complete each task and discuss.

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY RF. K.1, K.2, K.3; RF. 1.1, 1.2, 1.3
Demonstrate a basic understanding of phonological awareness, print 
concepts, and phonics & word recognition

KINDERGARTEN VERSION FIRST GRADE VERSION



COMMUNITY CONVERSATION

WHAT 20 Community Conversation Starters

PURPOSE To provide students with opportunities to respond and listen to help them  
improve their oral speaking and listening skills.

MATERIALS Community Conversation Cards

HOW
Read aloud in a whole group setting and prompt students to 
respond and listen to/with a partner or small group

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY SL. K/1. 1; SL. K. 6; 
Participate in collaborative conversations by speaking and responding to 
and with other students



LET’S PRACTICE

WHAT
26 Phonics/Phonological Awareness Practice Tasks
(with corresponding practice printable activities)

PURPOSE To provide students with practice manipulating letters, words, sentences, 
and sounds.

MATERIALS
Let’s Practice Task Cards; corresponding activity printables, 
materials as listed for each activity

HOW
Independent or partner tasks can be completed during literacy 
stations/centers, fast finishers, or even in a small group setting

STANDARDS
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY RF. K/1. 1 , RF. K/1. 2, RL. 1.4
Demonstrate a basic understanding of print concepts, spoken words, 
syllables, sounds, and rhymes.

Phonics/Phonological Awareness
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